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Three-quarters of China’s electricity comes from coal. NGOs, academics and
officials say China is getting the message that it is needs to cut emissions.

If China does not
enforce green policies,
the growth it enjoys
will diminish due to
damaged land and
polluted resources,
writes Robert
Dreyfuss

China must clean up act to sustain growth
IN 2004, Elizabeth Economy,

director for Asia studies at the
Council on Foreign Relations,

published a sweeping indictment
of China’s environmental policy in
her book The River Runs Black:
The Environmental Challenge to
China’s Future. She described how
a centuries-old tradition of trashing
the earth, exacerbated by China’s
helter-skelter economic expansion
since the late 1970s, had led to
devastation: erosion, flooding,
desertification, water and food
crises, shrinking forests, and air
and water pollution. “China’s
leaders were well aware that they
were trading environmental health
for economic growth,” she wrote.
Since then, a lot has happened.
Soon after her book was published,
China surpassed the United States
as the world’s leading producer of
carbon emissions, which has served
as a better-late-than-never wake-up
call to China’s leaders that global
warming could swamp China’s
coastal regions and devastate its
food production.
Tens of thousands of rural
grassroots protests against pollution
and environmental collapse erupted
in China, threatening political
stability. Gradually it dawned on
Chinese leaders that the country
had no choice but to shift toward a
more earth-friendly and sustainable
path. In particular, Economy says
today, China has taken important

steps to address climate change.
“It is significant,” she says. “It
represents a real change in China’s
climate change policy. When they
became the world’s biggest emitter
in 2007, that was like putting a big
red X on their forehead. They had
nobody to hide behind at that
point.”
The core of China’s environment-
al paradox is that it must do two
things at once: continue to
industrialise while simultaneously
sharply limiting carbon emissions.
“They have to lift hundreds of
millions of people out of poverty
and stop polluting at the same
time,” says David Yarnold, executive

director of the Environmental
Defence Fund.
“These are huge challenges, and
the question is, How do they
confront both?” As Chinese officials
often point out, on a per capita
basis, China produces less than a
quarter of the carbon produced by
the United States. In advance of the
Copenhagen climate summit last
December, China pledged to make
huge voluntary reductions in energy
use on a per-unit-of-GDP basis by
2020.
Even so, as its economy expands,
its per capita emission rate is certain
to increase, and its contribution to
worldwide emissions will grow. And
despite China’s increased interest in
solar, wind, hydroelectric, nuclear
and other carbon-free technologies,
its consumption of oil and coal is
rising fast. “Coal is the backbone of
their energy system,” says Mark
Hertsgaard, journalist and author of
the forthcoming book Hot: Living
Through the Next Fifty Years on
Earth. “They get three-fourths of
their electricity from coal.”
But representatives of US-based
NGOs in China say Beijing is finally
starting to take its environmental
challenges seriously.
Yet implementation remains a big
problem, because China does not
yet have an effective nationwide
enforcement capability.
Still, Barbara Finamore, director
of the China Clean Energy Project

for the Natural Resources Defense
Council, agrees that things are
changing. This is partly a result of
strong popular pressure, both from
rural protests and from a growing
awareness among the urban middle
class that things have to change.
“I think the desire to ensure
social stability is behind a lot of the
actions that China is taking,”
Finamore says.

CATTLE TO THE SLAUGHTER
Optimism, confidence and creative employment policies are essential for recovery, but must first be
based on knowledge and truth of the financial state of the banks, writes Peter Mathews

C EASELESS trains, 100 to
200 congested carriages
long, convey cattle from

the open ranges and ranches of the
American heartland to the stockyards
of Chicago. Each day, more than
30,000 animals are delivered to pens at
the railway sidings.
They arrive, disorientated by the

strange environment, bewildered by
the bellowed threats of the stockmen
and tormented by electric cattle prods.
Confused, they track the lead of one
animal, positioned at their head.
Instinctively looking for an escape

route, they stagger gratefully through
an opening to the abattoir. Defence-
less, amidst the din of galvanised gates
clanging closed behind them, they are
delivered to the butchers. The beast
who led them in walks serenely to
claim its lunch bucket. Such an animal
is known as “The Judas Cow”.
The parallel with the Irish people

and our current leadership may not be
obvious, but it resonates. We are
urged into NAMA, to bail out Anglo
Irish Bank and ultimately AIB and
towards penury by the carrot and stick
of our Government’s PR machine.
Not only are we denied the informa-
tion to enable us to make informed
decisions — we have been told lies.
But we should not follow blindly if

we are to control our destiny — not
that chosen for us by others. We need
leaders with real vision, not those that
follow the instructions of our Euro-
pean paymasters like Judas cows.
Our government must confess to

the mistakes they have made, provide
honest solutions to hard questions and
rectify their past mistakes urgently.
Let us begin where the Judas Cow

is leading us first — into NAMA.
It does not take a crystal ball to see

that NAMA may never be able to sell
on many of the home-based property
loans even though they have acquired
them at a 60% discount — and that
they will never make a profit. My best
estimate is that they will lose approxi-
mately 50% on their acquisition costs.
The reason? We are a local market

and only the Irish buy Irish assets,
whether it’s Irish art or property. In
six places in the NAMA business plan,
the mandarins re-iterate that develop-
ers will be pursued “vigorously” and
to the “greatest possible extent” on
foot of their personal guarantees.
If the promised threat is carried out,

where do the buyers of NAMA’s local
assets come from? The only other
buyers are vulture funds at “fire sale”
prices, but even they are not interest-
ed in our assets. Why would they
buy a site for 300 apartments in
Fermoy?
No new bank credit is available to

clear the market of property that no-
body wants. NAMA seeks to defy the
laws of supply and demand by trying
to dispose of assets into a non-func-
tioning market — an impossible task.
They have to compete with the

non-NAMA banks who also need to
sell or run off large property loans in-
to what will be a permanently over-
supplied market for at least a decade.
Like it or not, there is a major re-
basing of asset pricing yet to take
place and consequently it is inevitable
that NAMA will operate and con-
clude with a massive loss.
So it is obvious NAMA isn’t doing

what it was supposed to do. It was
never fit for purpose. Its original busi-
ness plan was flawed and its revised
business plan is also unsound. NAMA
is a hugely costly mistake. It can be

dismantled but it has to happen now.
Here how:

■ Step One: Reverse the Tranche 1
and Tranche 2 loans transfers back
into the banks at the transfer prices.
■ Step Two: Dismantle and re-deploy
NAMA management and personnel
into recoveries divisions in the newly
re-capitalised, temporarily nationalised
banks.
It should be noted that NAMA’s

accounting and IT systems which
maintain and record all transactions on
borrowers’ loans accounts are actually
operated within the banks by dedicat-
ed NAMA divisions.
These two steps are all that is in-

volved in reversing the NAMA loans
and dismantling its operations.

A FTER this, recovery and
realisation of all loans will
be faster when carried out

by the originating banks rather than
under NAMA. Why? Because the
banks will be more motivated to
achieve cash flow by cleaning up their
loan books as quickly as possible.
Last week, the most frightening

reports centred on the colossal Anglo
loan losses, the scale of which I (and
others) had been only too aware of
more than a year ago.
But the banking sector crisis is not

just about Anglo — the Government
is missing the bigger picture entirely.
Our banking system is analogous

to a household’s heating/plumbing
system with inter-related boilers.
The two big boilers are AIB and

Bank of Ireland. There are other
smaller boilers, including Anglo and
INBS, which got really badly dam-
aged by using the wrong fuel and as a

result are now broken beyond repair.
The correct decision now is to

“stop-cock” Anglo and INBS out of
the system, de-commission them and
wind them down, in an orderly way,
over a period of five to seven years.
In the Anglo scenario, Standard &

Poor’s estimate of up to 35 billion
embedded losses is intelligent. It
broadly agrees with the analysis that
I presented to the Oireachtas some
months ago.
Standard & Poor’s know that the

total loan portfolio in Anglo (prior to
transfers to NAMA) is about 72bn.
S&P correctly apply a reasonable,

50% average write-down to the entire
portfolio. This explains why they
forecast loan losses will be 35bn. All
the facts to date support such analysis.
By contrast, Taoiseach Brian

Cowen’s announcement last week that
instant closure of Anglo would cost
70bn was patently absurd. Besides,
contemplation of instant closure, as a
plausible strategy, was quite ridiculous.
The same principle applies to INBS.

Embedded losses in INBS are about
6bn — not the 3.2bn announced
by Central Bank governor Patrick
Honohan in Beijing recently. The
figure of 6bn arises because INBS,
realistically, will never recover more
than 35% of its 9bn commercial
property loan book.
Both “main boilers”, AIB and Bank

of Ireland, are now in highly unreli-
able condition. They are severely
undercapitalised and poorly managed.
Yet both persist in pretending (for

their managements’ self-serving pur-
poses) that they’re in reasonable opera-
tional shape. They are not. And that’s
absolutely the case for Bank of Ire-
land, notwithstanding their insistent
protests that they’re ok because they’ve

more or less raised the capital amount
indicated as adequate last March. But
that was last March.
And those estimates for both AIB

and Bank of Ireland were not enough.
Bank of Ireland needs 6.5bn, not
3.65bn. AIB needs 10bn, not
7.4bn. Furthermore, AIB should not
be selling its stake in its Polish bank or
M&T at this time. They are the best
profitable cash flowing parts of AIB.
In addition, AIB will have to absorb

large further losses on its mortgage
loan book, its corporate loan book, its
SME book and also on its personal
lending portfolio. It may well have
uncovered exposures on derivatives.
For these reasons AIB needs re-capi-
talisation now of not less than 10bn.
The banks are not operating in nor-

mal economic conditions where tradi-
tional capital, Tier 1, Tier 2 Basel
guideline ratios normally apply. This is
an acute financial crisis. Only a fort-
night ago, Horwath Bastow Charlton
revealed that 38% of Irish companies
are now in grave danger of going out
of business due to financial pressure.
Similarly, as stated previously, Bank

of Ireland needs a 6.5bn re-capitali-
sation now.
EBS also needs recapitalisation of
1bn to cover its loan losses. Four
months ago, I advised the Oireachtas
Joint Committee on Finance of these
facts and that the viable banks, AIB,
BoI and EBS, needed immediate
capital of 17.5bn in total.
This poses the questions:

■ Should the state provide all of this
17.5bn on top of the 7bn already
invested in AIB and BoI in 2009?
Answer: Clearly not.
■ How much of this 17.5bn should
the state invest? Perhaps 11bn, in
appropriate proportions, into AIB,

Cattle being driven from a railroad car into pens in Chicago. The lead animal in the herd was labelled the ‘Judas Cow’. Picture: Joseph Scherschel/Time Life Pictures/Getty

BoI and EBS. All of this will result in
temporary state nationalisation of the
banks. This leads to another question.
■ Where will the 6.5bn come
from? Answer: The state will be in
majority control, at levels in excess of
85%, and able to force existing bond-
holders to take write-downs on their
holdings while possibly offering them
a small debt for equity swap as
“sweetener to soften the blow”. After
about five years, the banks will have
regained reasonable annual maintain-
able normal profit of 3.5bn- 4bn,
putting the state in position to realise
its investment of 18bn in these three
banks, plus a profit.
Temporary nationalisation of AIB

and Bank of Ireland will merely for-
malise the present reality that, without
the 100% state support provided by
the state guarantee, both banks are
insolvent. Removal of the guarantee
on deposits at this point, would lead
to a “run” on the banks’ deposits.
However, we see the banks continu-
ing their delusory charade that they
are financially sound and independent!
In summary, it is clear we need

fresh thinking, intelligent planning, a
decisive strategy and action plan and
above all, new faces in charge.
This strategy and action plan can be

put in place in a matter of weeks. It
will provide a sound approach that
will enable the real economy to re-
cover based on a properly capitalised
and re-booted banking sector.
The real economy depends on

competitive costs of production,
distribution and export of goods and
services in order to support jobs.
To sustain a recovery, the real econ-

omy will also require huge downward
corrections in rental levels and asset
prices as well as loans write-downs

and debts forgiveness for subordinated
bonds, senior bonds and mortgage
loans. The latter could be achieved by
debt for equity swaps on residential
loans that are in negative equity.
Let us acknowledge, truthfully, the

awesome scale of destruction in the
banking sector, not just Anglo. Loan
losses at AIB and Bank of Ireland are
only being revealed, on the drip, in
“salami sliced” chapters.
Let’s measure, up front, all the

financial damage that has happened.
Let’s insist that AIB and Bank of

Ireland are re-capitalised at the correct
more robust levels to enable them to
make necessary, much larger, loan loss
provisions than they’ve done to date.
Let’s reverse the nonsensical, un-

wieldy NAMA project. We’ve got to
stop what has become a slow motion
NAMA/banks bailout nightmare.
The Fianna Fáil led government

cannot legitimately deny responsibility
for the financial destruction of our
economy. Regrettably, the Green Par-
ty has collaborated with Fianna Fáil in
this destruction. They’re the facts.
The true situation has been denied by
the Government for far too long.

SO, let us stop the denial.
Let’s become truthful and
honest particularly the

banks, the Taoiseach, the Finance
Minister, the Department of Finance
and the Government and its advisers.
The “abattoir solution” — the

austerity programme imposed by the
Government — was described by the
Daily Telegraph last week as deeper
than anything that might have been
imposed by the International Mone-
tary Fund and they’re not finished yet.
Is this the extent of the creative and

positive thinking of our “cattle
drovers”? Just more of the same?
Patrick Kavanagh wrote of the Irish:

“When Drake was winning seas for
England, we sailed in puddles of the
past.”
Nothing much has changed. The

future beckons but everyone’s think-
ing is mired in remorse, the banks and
the past.
In the tourism industry, there are

currently 35 hotels under the control
of NAMA with more on the way. We
need leaders that see hotels as assets to
be marketed overseas, not liabilities.
Hoteliers that can combine to offer

flights, car rental and accommodation
packages that incentivise visitors —
not deter them with an airport tax.
The “work for the dole” pro-

gramme should include plans to land-
scape and beautify our towns and
villages and this new image should be
marketed to the Irish diaspora abroad.
If we are to truly have a “smart

economy”, we must attract interna-
tional research and development firms
with incentives that are meaningful,
not those that currently exist and
which have no attraction whatsoever.
How do you attract an R&D insti-

tute here when it is receiving $350m
per annum in grants from the US
government for locating there? The
only way is to offer both them and
investors IFSC status to locate on Irish
university sponsored campuses.
Optimism, confidence and creative

employment policies are essential for
recovery. But optimism must first be
founded in reality and based on
knowledge and truth.
■ Peter Mathews is an independent
banking consultant. Visit
www.bankermathews.com.

In recent years China has moved
aggressively to research, develop
and manufacture a wide range of
renewable energy technology,
including solar panels and wind
turbines; has pushed faster
development of electric cars; and is
shutting down its most inefficient
steel factories and coal-burning
power plants. Beijing has also tried,
with limited success, to implement a

series of laws and a regulatory
framework.
“This is a country that is applying
the rule of law across the board in a
way that it didn’t five years ago,”
says Yarnold. He says China’s
leaders see a big opportunity to
become the world leader in
clean-energy technologies. “The
Government realises that green
energy technology is the new
Industrial Revolution,” he says.
“They say, ‘We missed the first one,
and we’re not going to miss this
one;.”
There’s an irony in that, of course.
Critics of China’s export-driven
economic growth say that a big part
of the country’s advantage has come
from its historic lack of environ-
mental regulations, which allows it
to make products more cheaply.
Unless the United States moves
quickly to develop a government-
backed green-tech jobs program,
China may soon make billions of
dollars exporting mass-produced
solar panels and windmills to the
United States. “We need a strong
national policy,” says Finamore.
“China has done that. The United
States has not.”
■ Robert Dreyfuss is contributing
editor for The Nation magazine and
author of Devil’s Game: How the
United States Helped Unleash
Fundamentalist Islam.
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